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Abstract
Good understanding of questions and answers improves the performance and user satisfaction

(Bender et al., 2021) of large language models (LLMs), as well as their diversity, through rare
phenomena such as multiple WH-questions (MWHqs). However, despite these benefits, questions in
general, and more complex phenomena, such as MWHqs, have been neglected, especially in
multilingual models (Ruder and Sil, 2021).

For example, cross-linguistically, MWHqs are very complex, being ungrammatical (e.g.
Italian), permitted in-situ (e.g. English), or fronted (e.g. Romanian), while their answers can be
predominantly mention-all and mention-some, such as in Hindi (Boškovic, 1998) or Romanian, or
exclusively mention-all answers, such as German (Foryś-Nogala et al., 2017). Semantically, semantic
quantifiers correlates with ability to provide mention-all answers (Foryś-Nogala et al., 2017).

To account for these research gaps, the current research proposal proposes firstly to test if
LLMs are cross-linguistically sensitive to the (un)grammaticality of MWHqs, and then if training
models on quantifiers increases their ability to provide mention-all answers when compared to normal
LLMs.

Thus, the main research questions are ‘What are the semantic abilities of LLMs in
WH-questions and, if any, how human-like are they?’ with the following research sub-questions:

sRQ1: Are multilingual LLMs sensitive to MWHqs?
sRQ2: Do LLMs expect more mention-all or mention-some answers depending on the

exhaustivity of the question?
sRQ3: Are LLMs fine-tuned on structures correlated with improved exhaustivity more

sensitive to mention-all or mention-some answers?

In the first experiment, two datasets of fronted and in-situ MWHqs will be created for Italian,
English and Romanian, used to estimate the surprisal of LLMs. Given their ungrammaticality, we
expect generally largest surprisal scores for MWHqs for Italian, as well as bigger surprisal scores for
fronted rather than in-situ MWHqs for English, under the hypothesis that LLMs have some
cross-linguistic information about the phenomenon. No difference in surprisal scores is expected
between MWHqs and fronted MWHqs in Romanian, given both structures are grammatical.
Contrastively, no surprisal scores between any categories across languages would be expected, if
LLMs would not be sensitive to such cross-linguistic differences.

In the second experiment, we will train models on sentences with more quantifiers for
English and Romanian. Generally, under the hypothesis that models have semantic knowledge about
answers, we expect bigger averaged surprisal scores for mention-some answers given to exhaustive
questions than for mention-all answers, a difference we do not expect for non-exhaustive questions.
No difference in surprisal values is expected under the hypothesis the models do not have semantic
knowledge about questions. We expect the trained models to have bigger surprisal for mention-some
answers to exhaustive questions, under the hypothesis models learn human language cues (i.e.
quantifiers), in line with Frank et al. (2015) or Michaelov et al. (2023). No such difference is
expected if the learned cues are not human-like.

Finally, this research proposal would offer insights into the diversity of NLP tools, while
raising awareness about the current semantic abilities of LLMs. The results could be further compared
to those of human experiments.
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